There is litt lo doubt that today's Naval I-ospital is a chal lonping and demanding envirunment for tie haI ith care pro fess ional.
The job is oven more demanding for Supervisors, bepartnent Heads, and Chitefs of Service in that hospital.
In add it ion to ma iit taining competence and growth in their own areas of expertise, these individuals must giido th, efforts of a diverse group of professionals and technical sptcialists working within ;epirate military and civilian personnel systems.
In tht, last analysis, however, the supervisor in a health care envirotment shares one task with supervisors from all organizations--tho need to create a work climate that encourages optimum performance.
Most health care managers are keenly aware of the basic principle that performance is improved when organizational rewards are clearly linked to individual success in accomplishing specific work goals (1). Like most organizations, the Naval hospital has developed formal systems to reward superior performers with incentives such as medals, plaques, accelerated promotion opportunities, cash awards, or higher pay. 'he inadequate performer, on the other hand, may be faced with formal reprimand, fines, demotion, even dismissal.
These formal systems generally work well when dealing with clearly outstanding or obviously deficient employees. Unfortunately, tile same systems are often inadequate for rewarding the employee who is consistently but only slightly above average or for dealing with a subordinate whose performance is slowly eroding but remains within acceptable standards. First, the rewards and punishments tht.se systems offer are generally too extreme for the behavior. Second, they violate a key principle in the effective use of reward or punishment, namely, that it should be administered very shortly after the behavior. Months may elapse before ttiQ f-Ormal system produces any visible outcome. Finally, and perhaps most crucial from the manager's perspective, these formal systems are seldom under the control of the inmediate supervisor.
Such weaknesses make it critical to discover behaviors that health care supervisors at any level may use as quick and appropriate responses for the day-to-day behavior of all their employees. The present article describes an attempt to identify some of those behaviors.
Reward ing Behavior
Such a task requires an understanding of tile types of supervisor behaviors that hospital employees find rewarding or nonrewarding (i.e., punishing). Conversations with health care supervisors and a review of the current management literature (2,3) suggested more than 200 possible behaviors. However, many of these statements were similar enough to trim the final list down to approximately 80 behaviors. The resulting list was then shown to 58 Navy corpsmen working at two branch clinics. These individuals were asked to describe how rewarding or punishing they would find each of the 80 behaviors if their own supervisor used it with them. In other words, they were asked to rate each behavior on a five-point scale ranging from I = "Extremely punishing" to 5 = "Extremely rewarding."
The results of this rating task proved quite interesting. For example, Table 1 presents the supervisor behaviors that a clear majority of the corpsmen viewed as rewarding. For ease of comparison, the behaviors are ranked in terms of the average reward value assigned to them.
The behaviors presented in tile upper half of the table were those which were ranked as most rewarding. These behaviors were given a score of 4.0 or greater by more than three-fourths of the raters and appear to possess certain key attributes, either singly or in combination.
The most important ol these attributes seem to be (a) public recognition of the person's worth as a superior performer, (b) recognition of the individual's expertise or ability to provide information that was valued by the supervisor in making decisions, and (c) treatment of the Tries to get recognition for you from persons outside your group 3.81 .85
Chats informally with you about your work 3.81 .89
Personally explains why he or she made a specific request of you 3.78 .63
Note:
Behaviors were rated on a 5-point scale where 1 = Extremely Punishing,
individual as a responsible person who is coimmitted to the organization. Such attributes are clearly evident in the award of greater freedom to perform the job as one sees best, the public award of a plaque or certificate of merit, and soliticing the subordinate's opinions.
Generally, this class of behavior seems to derive much of its reward value from implications
that the organization views the individual as competent and able. Thus, these behaviors not * only provide information about how well the person is doing the job (feedback) but also en-* hance self-esteem. Table I also presents a second set of behaviors which were viewed as rewarding by a sizable proportion of the corpsmen, but which did not receive the. clear consensus of the first set.
Sixty to 80% of the respondents listed these behaviors as rewarding but the average rating was less than 4.0. Behaviors in this latter category generally reflect either (a) flexibility in applying the rules of (b) personal privileges granted by the. supervisor. many others reflect the interpersonal style and skills of the superv i sor.
Final ly, the ti..
to performance seem more tenuous with this group of behaviors than is tie. case with the hi)hest ranked set.
This last observation pinpoints t,-,,reat ist danger in using th., second set df behaviors as rewards. (4) found that persons who received money for performing an interesting task showed a decrease' in intrinsic motivation. In a similar study, Lepper and Greene (5) found that both extrinsic rewards and adult surveillance turned "play" into "work" for preschool children. That is, when children were monitored and paid for doing something that they enjoyed, they lost interest and subsequently engaged in the activity only if they were rewarded.
Does this mean that the Navy should stop rewarding good performance with promotions and other awards? Certainly not. There is no doubt that reward is an important determinant of job satisfaction and performance (6). What is at issue is the character and appropriateness of the reward. For example, external rewards do not undermine motivation for tasks that are boring or highly structured (7) . In fact, they may even increase motivation for such jobs (8) . Furthermore, non-monetary rewards such as verbal reinforcement and positive feedback increase intrinsic motivation (4) . Thus it appears that good supervisory policy might be to allow individuals to do what they enjoy doing (insofar as possible), reduce surveillance of employee actions, and encourage good performance primarily with social reinforcements if the jobs are inherently interesting. On the other hand, it may be necessary to provide extra incentives for necessary jobs that offer little intrinsic satisfaction.
Nonrewarding Behavior
So far we have talked primarily about rewards. Nonreward, in the form of punishment threat of punishment, is also a fact of life in most organizations. Indeed, a glance at Table 2 shows that agreement about punishing behaviors was almost as great as agreement about rewarding behaviors. More important, however, was the fact that punishing behaviors seemed to evidence some of the same key attributes (although in reverse) described earlier i5 ' Note:
Behaviors were rated on a 5-point stalt. wlre I = Extremely Punishing, 5 = Extremely Rewarding.
for reward. For example, public display seemed to he, assoc iated with more negativ-, ratings, as were surveillance or other actions implying that th person lacked skill , judgrment , r.sponsibility or commitment.
One of the most striking factors about the b-liaviors d. scribed as punishing, however, i, the ease witht which they may occur inadvertent Iv or may b blamed erriionoouslv on a supervisor whose intentions were entirely difierent. hay ,ors must be admi n istored wi th speciaIl Car'C.
iThe superv isor whto utndersta;nds the nature of titus, behtav iors and thecir effects onl di fferent pt'opic will be bette'r able to tailor his or hoz' own actions in orde'r to) enhtanct' petoranco'. such knowlodg' is' ostrume'lv important in a healIth cart' environment wihere' the combination of indiv idual.,, frost di ii fett environments, perftorming a varie'ty of Jobs udrwelvaying workloads rt'quirt's htight l'vel sOf managemet skill in orti.r to prov ide, opt imal health care'. i,'f,'rent't's
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